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Strategy and Levels Theory Workshop Agenda

Introduction – aims 15 min
- Brief introduction to the idea of levels of capacity 20 min
- 15 min
- Application of levels of capacity to pure strategy 15 min
- Functional stages of development 10 min
- 7 S Model 15 min
- What is required and to be gained from a levels shift 15 min
- 10 min
Why “levels shift” change is so difficult 15 min
Conclusion 5 min

Review break/exercise

Review break/exercise
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Levels theory allows us to see “strategy” in a different light

Integrating the 7s model with levels theory allows us to identify that significant functional 
improvement is in fact “levels shifting” and explains why levels shifting is both so difficult 
and so rewarding.

¶ A brief introduction to the idea of “levels of capability” P 3-13

¶ Application of levels of capability to strategy P 14-15

¶ Stages of functional development can be roughly related 
to levels of capability P 16

¶ The 7s descriptive model of organisation P 17

¶ Using the 7s model one can describe what is required and 
what is to be gained by a levels shift P 18

¶ This way of analysing “improvement” highlights two of the 
reasons why “levels shift” change is so difficult: P 19

- Congruency requirements P 20

- Implied capacity requirements P 21
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A brief introduction to the idea of “levels of capability”. 

Some background and some explanation as to why time is a good measure of 
complexity and some confirmation that this works.

Background and the basic idea

¶ At glacier metals Elliott was confronted with the task of creating a pay grading 
system.

¶ None of the current system available had any real conceptual foundation.

¶ Confronting this problem he developed a hypothesis:

1. That work was the use of discretion/judgement to resolve a problem not 
doing “stuff”.

2. That complexity of work was related to the length of time that judgement 
had to be applied to complete a task (TSD).

3. That the classic hierarchy and pay scales were a reflection of different 
levels of realised problem solving capability.  Each level adding value so as 
to legitimise their pay and authority.
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Some confirmation

¶ Empirically we can observe, hierarchy and increasing time spans of 
work as we move up the hierarchy.

¶ Research shows a consistent pattern of time span of discretion in 
hierarchies that functioning well. Ex 1

¶ Too many levels in a hierarchy or gapped hierarchies do not function 
well. Ex 2, 3

¶ Compressed hierarchies do not function well either. Ex 4
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Ex 1Requisite levels

Research found that five levels are requisite for a fully developed P&L-accountable 
business unit.  This ensures that value is added at each level, thus legitimising the 
authority of each level of management.

MD

GM

Dept Manager

First Line Manager

Operator

Approximate
pay in Longest

Level Australia timeframes

V To $500,000+ 5-10 yrs

IV To $250,000 2-5 yrs

III To $160,000 1-2 yrs

II To $90,000 3-12 mths

I To $50,000 0-3 mths
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Ex 2
Issues with too many levels of management

High cost, slow acting bureaucracy with no leadership or membership

Hierarchy with too many levels

Issues
• ‘B’ becomes an extra communication link slowing down decisions as ‘B’ strives to add value to ‘C’
• ‘B’ tries to take a leadership role for ‘C’ but actually can’t add value
• ‘C’ sees ‘A’ as real boss but has to talk to ‘B’
• No clear accountabilities for ‘B’ and ‘C’ separately
• ‘C’ and ‘B’ both working well below capability
• Confusion as to who takes over leadership role for ‘D’, so ‘D’ isn’t actually led at all
• All underlying systems like task setting, task monitoring, reporting and performance review are 

confused
• Teamwork very difficult to realise

IV General Manager

III Department head

Assistant department head

II Supervisor

I Operator

A

B
C

D

E

A

B
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Ex 3Issues with too few levels of management

Inability to execute high level programmes, dissatisfied boss and anxious subordinates who are trying 
their hardest but can’t deliver

No level IV between & 

V Managing Director/CEO

IV

III ManagerB

A

A B

Problems
• ‘A’ can’t get across to ‘B’ what needs to be done.  There is no ‘translator’.  ‘A’ either gives up on ‘B’

or has to come down to Level IV at significant personal and corporate cost
• ‘B’ is in a state of constant anxiety as ‘A’ talks about long time span tasks but ‘B’ knows his or her 

accountabilities are more immediate.  ‘B’ often searches out a surrogate manager to help him or 
her understand ‘A’s’ needs

• Team and leadership behaviours are impossible

Note
• The frequency of too few levels used to be minimal.  It’s now much more common as new CEOs

try to drag up the level of competency of their organisations in order to compete

Gap
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Ex 4Issues with compression

The number of levels is right, but the boss is acting at too low a level.  Compressing the organisation 
results in difficulty in keeping good people and probably a competitiveness-performance doom loop

Title Appropriate time 
horizon

Actual time 
horizon

1-2 years Too low a level MD

Therefore too many 
levels

3-12 months

0-3 months

0-3 months

0-3 months

V MD/CEO 5-10 years

IV GM 2-5 years

III Manager 1-2 years

II Frontline supervisor 3-12 months

I Operator 0-3 months

Problems
• Everybody unhappy

- Boss because high level work isn’t being realised
- Subordinates because they feel

• They are not being utilised properly
• They are not respected, not developed nor treated fairly

• Improvement programmes are unsuccessful, while competition may be getting ahead
• Leadership and team behaviours are impossible to realise at all levels below CEO
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Some explanation – What is going on here?

¶ Elliott saw changes at each level not only in terms of time span but also in terms of:

- Patterns of language moving from the concrete to higher and higher levels of 
abstraction.

- Approaches to problem solving moving through: declarative – cumulative –
serial – parallel.

¶ There are also changes in the number of functions/areas of knowledge that needed 
to be understood in making a decision; few going to many. Ex 5

¶ One can also see the “either or” statements being resolved. Ex.6

¶ In summary, as the complexity of a task increases, one can observe:

- Increased areas of knowledge/functions required.

- Increased time required to handle competing functional objectives.

- Different languages of explanation and technique of problem solving.

- Increased geography of thought.

¶ Lastly realised capacity appears to grow with age and is auto catalytic within a 
complex Environment.
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Ex 5Functions cascade

Senior roles are accountable for understanding, cross-integration and prioritising of more and more 
functions required to resolve increasingly complex tasks

Level Role
Areas required to be cross-integrated to 
achieve accountability Accountability

V MD Financials, legislation, social trends, corporate relations
Competition, sales, new product development, 
operations, channels, industry structure
Technological changes, economic environment, 
exchange rates, marketing

Long-term 
shareholder value 
through superior 
performance in 
attractive markets

IV Marketing 
General Manager

Consumer segmentation, profitability, product plans, 
copy development
Competitive environment, sales strategy, route to market
Regional planning, resource allocation, sales and 
promotion, activity plans
Partnership planning, executional planning

Developing a 
favourable and 
sustainable position 
in our chosen 
marketplace

III Regional Sales 
Manager

District plans, promotional plans, activity plans, daily 
activity and execution

Achieving specific 
marketplace goals for 
the region
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Ex 6 
Resolving either or intents/objectives and the inverse pyramid

MD

GM

Dept Manager

First Line Manager

Operator

V

IV

III

II

I

The inverse pyramid

TQM 

Cost & Quality 
are paramount

Functions.  

Each function has its own specific objectives often 
in conflict with other functions requiring time to 
resolve the conflict (either-or).

Resolving “either or” with Russian dolls

Make Buy Material 
Y

Material 
X

Low cost 
product is 
paramount

High 
quality is 

paramount
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Game breaking strategy

Game breaking strategy is very often a levels shift the breaking of current 
“either or beliefs – “felt truths”.

Game Board

Old

Game/Level

New

New

Current

Market

Segment
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Strategy: Application of levels theory to strategy

¶ A levels view of strategy Ex 7

The focus of strategy changes as you move up levels, each level encompassing 
those below.

¶ Some insights from a levels view of strategy.
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Focus of strategy changes as you move up levels, each level Ex 8
encompassing those below

VII - World wide industry structure
of a social/economic entity

2000

VI - Industry structure (Porter) 1980

V - Relative competitive position (BCG) 1970

IV - Profitability focus (early McKinsey) 1900

III - Functional execution 1850 III

IV

V

VI

VII

Models, questions, analytical approach, objectives, time frames, consulting 
fees all reflect level.

+

A Levels View of Strategy
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Some Insights from a levels view of strategy

¶ Strategy is a horizon condition.

¶ Strategy of business determined by capability of the top manager and the 
contiguous levels below.

¶ High level strategy and strategic capability demand large negative cash flows 
(three waves).

¶ There is always a need to keep running up and down the hierarchy to search for 
strategic leverage.

¶ There are different “felt truths” of success at each level.

¶ The dominant player in a market place will often be operating at one level higher 
than its competitors in its key competitive functions and be highly profitable.

¶ Parity is insufficient for above average profitability (decay wave).

¶ Consulting is one of two sorts, improve the current level or lift the business to the 
next level.

¶ Shifting levels is very very hard (next section).
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Stages of functional development can be roughly related to 
levels of capability

At a high level of abstraction one can see how stages of functional development can be 
roughly assigned to levels*

* This analysis can be performed at very low levels of granularity

Self 
Maintaining 
System
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The Seven-S descriptive model of organisation

The Seven-S model was developed by McKinsey’s Bob Waterman and Tom Peters (co-authors of In 
Search of Excellence), as a way of describing organisations.  It is descriptive rather than prescriptive.

Structure Systems Skills

Superordinate 
Goal Strategy

Style Staff

Seven-S Model

Orientation

Enablers

Energisers

All dimensions are 
interdependent, e.g. change 
strategy, and one must 
almost certainly change 
structure, skills, staff and style

Superordinate Goal: The long-term human and economic 
leadership vision of the organisation.

Strategy: The market segmentation, value proposition, 
and goals of the organisation and how these 
goals can be prioritised and broken down into 
separate accountabilities.  A new strategy 
usually requires a levels shift.

Structure: The organisational chart that shows the 
division and the co-ordination of work in terms 
of function and level, and in doing so defines 
accountability, authority and potential teams.

Systems/Processes: The formal and informal performance systems 
and operational processes of the organisation.

Skills: Organisational skills to support level of 
capability, skill and intellectual capacity 
being quite different issues.

Staff: Support specialists, such as IT, HR and 
technical, who support accountable line 
managers.

Style: ‘The way we do things around here.’ Who 
has authority? Who is accountable? How 
are rewards and sanctions manifested? 
Are we individually or team oriented or 
both?
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Using the 7s model one can describe what is required and what is to be 
gained by a levels shift in quality
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Gains actually achieved by levels shifting
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Congruency requirements

A levels shift in one function demands a similar level shift in all other related functions
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A levels shift implies a major lift in capability with difficult personnel issues.  This is a prime “technical”
reason that change is so difficult.

Capacity requirements
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